Energy Buying Options in a Deregulated Market—Activity Solution

Suppliers are sorted by price, low to high. West Penn is $43.93. The buyer might also consider the terms and conditions of the contract before deciding on the lowest price supplier.

Lowest variable price
No cancellation fee
No term
INTRODUCTORY PRICE
This project supported by the Northeast Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) program. SARE is a program of the National Institute of Food and Agriculture, U.S. Department of Agriculture. Significant efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of the material in this report, but errors do occasionally occur, and variations in system performance are to be expected from location to location and from year to year.

Any mention of brand names or models in this report is intended to be of an educational nature only, and does not imply any endorsement for or against the product.

The organizations participating in this project are committed to equal access to programs, facilities, admission and employment for all persons.

Lowest fixed price
9 month term
$75 cancellation fee